Evolution of the Picosecond Laser: A Review of Literature.
Picosecond pulse duration lasers (PS) have altered the field of dermatology. PS were initially used in tattoo removal, to optimize efficacy and reduce side effects with nanosecond domain lasers. More recently, they have been demonstrated to be effective in the treatment of pigmentary disorders, acne scarring, and photoaging. In this article, we critically analyze the published data on the many uses of picosecond lasers in dermatology. A systematic review of PubMed was conducted using the following search terms: "picosecond," "picosecond laser," "picosecond laser dermatology," "picosecond laser pigment/pigmentation," and "picosecond laser tattoo removal." Articles ranged from 1988 until 2017. Forty-one articles were identified, and 27 met inclusion criteria for review. Indications for the PS included a variety of dermatologic applications include tattoo removal, benign pigmented lesions/pigmentary disorders, acne scarring, and photoaging. Most studies demonstrated safe and effective treatment. The development of the picosecond pulse duration is a breakthrough innovation in laser technology, changing the scope of laser treatment. Encouraging findings in tattoo pigment clearance spurred the use of PS in a wider array of dermatologic issues. The increasingly positive results and low incidence of adverse effects further substantiates PS efficacy for a variety of dermatologic uses.